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Abstract
Various plant species are available on earth but it is very difficult to 
identify the plant and its usage. The plant can verify by extracting 
the feature of leaves. The digital image processing is necessary 
used tool for the feature extraction and to get the pattern of studied 
images. There are several techniques are available to perform such 
task but it is very difficult to find such method that gives accurate 
and efficient result. To resolve this problem, our project aim is 
to present the application which is used for classification of the 
plant on a Smartphone. Leaf is classify based on its extracted 
feature is called as plant leaf classification. The techniques used for 
classification of leaf are k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), Probabilistic 
Neural Network (PNN), Support Vector Machine and Fuzzy logic. 
The goal of this project is to provide fastest application which gives 
accuracy. SQLite is an Open Source Database which is embedded 
into Android. SQLite supports standard relational database features 
like SQL syntax, transactions and prepared statements.
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I. Introduction
Plants form an essential part of life on earth and provide oxygen, 
food, medicine, fuel and much more. Plants are essential factor 
in global warming. There are various plants are available on earth 
so it is very difficult to identify each plant and recognize the 
importance of plant in various field like medicine. In the various 
field like medicine, culinary arts, agriculture, and botany all branch 
from a basic science called Plant Identification.
Leaves are the part of tree most commonly used to identify 
it. Verification in leaves are used to divide trees into groups. 
Following characteristics are most often considered: Leaf type, 
compound leaf arrangements, leaf margins, leaf shape, Needle 
arrangements. 
The classification of plant can be done base on fruit, flower and 
leaves. The fruits and flowers are seasonal and if classification 
is done by using fruits and flowers then the process is time 
consuming because it need to be extract more feature than leaf 
so the Classification of plat base on leaves is easiest and quickest 
way to identify plant.
Our work aim is to present android application. This application 
is intended for mobile device to allow the user for classification of 
leaf on the spot. Users capture the leaf image from his Smartphone 
and pass on to application. At the heart of the application there are 
various algorithm used RGB and fuzzy logic. All this algorithms 
are used for processing on image of leaf. The classification 
information is store in the database. After processing image, the 
features extracted from leaf image are compared with the stored 
database. The image which has maximum featured matched with 
stored data is return as result to the user.   

II. Literature Survey
Many research papers presented in Conferences and Journals have 
worked on neural networks and machine learning methods. The 
work on Plant Leaf Identification and Classification of Leaves 

was initiated in 20th century.
Strategies of using NIRS to identify and classify plant leaves 
are as follows: NIR spectroscopy is the basic technique used 
for classification of plant leaves. NIRS includes combination of 
Blind Sources Separation (BSS) and Back Propagation (BP) neural 
networks, through which satisfactory results are obtained.  BSS 
allows the recovery of unknown signals from observed signals 
mixed by an unknown propagation medium. BSS can be applied 
in processing compressed data. BP neural network is used for sake 
of high efficiency, simplicity and adaptability.

Near-infrared is among possibly discovered non-visible radiations. 
NIRS is used to differentiate the plant variety through the spectral 
signatures of the leaves. Scattering of light waves helps in detection 
of plant leaves.

NIR spectral data is very large; therefore it requires large storage 
space. Hence building and maintain those models will be time 
consuming. Progress in NIR had been very slow because of lack 
of appropriate instruments and its usage was limited. In the field 
of agriculture, plants attempted a lot but the usage of NIR is still 
very rare. 

Overcoming the drawbacks of NIRS, Probabilistic Neural Network 
(PNN) and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) have been proposed. 
PNN is employed with image and data processing techniques 
to implement automated leaf recognition for plant identification 
and classification. K-Nearest Neighbor is a simple classifier in 
the machine learning techniques. 

A. Techniques For Classification

1.  Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)
An artificial neural network is an interconnected group of artificial 
neurons simulating the thinking process of human brain. PNN 
is derived from Radial Basis Function (RBF) network which is 
an ANN using RBF. RBF is a function that scales variable non-
linearly. In PNN the operations are organized into three layers: 
Input Layer, Radial Basis Layer and Competitive Layer. PNN has 
parallel distributed processor  which has a natural tendency for 
storing resulting from experience knowledge. Building the model 
of system from available data is possible by using PNN. Main 
disadvantage of PNN is that it requires more storage space.

PNN is implementation of one of the statistical algorithm which is 
known as kernel discriminate analysis, in this algorithm operations 
are organized into multilayered feed-forward network with three 
layers. The first layer calculates the distance from the input vector 
to training input vectors. Second layer sums the contribution of 
inputs and produces net output as a vector of possibilities. Third 
layer find the shortest distance among them and chooses the closest 
training pattern based on their distance.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of PNN

2. k-Nearest Neighbor(KNN)
k-Nearest Neighbor is a simple classifier in the machine learning 
techniques in which classification is achieved by identifying 
nearest neighbors. In KNN class of the given point is identify 
on the basis of the calculation of the minimum distance between 
the given point and other point. The Euclidean distance between 
the test samples and training samples is calculated. In this way 
similar measures and accordingly the class for test samples are 
find out. For sample classification, highest number of votes are 
require from k neighbors, with the sample being assigned to the 
class most common amongst its k nearest neighbors.
Typically a k is a small positive integer .if k=1 then sample is 
simply assigned to its nearest class. In Binary classification 
problems, choosing a k to be an odd number is very helpful as 
this avoids tied votes. k-NN works well on basic recognition 
problems. k-NN gives good results if the extraction of features 
are appropriate. It is easy to implement as well.

3. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support vector machine is a non linear classifier in machine learning 
algorithm in pattern recognition problem. Pattern recognition 
problem include texture classification. In SVM non linear input 
data is mapped to linear data. In some high dimensional space, 
it provides good classification performance SVM maximizes the 
marginal distance.
SVM first transform the input data into a higher dimensional 
space of kernel function to construct an OSH(Optimal Separating 
Hyper Plane) between the two classes in transformed space. For 
the classification of the plant leaf it will transform feature vector 
extracted from general shape of the leaves. To find the OSH support 
vector machine maximizes the margin between the classes. In the 
transformed space there is a constructed line and the data vectors 
nearest to that constructed line is called as the support vectors.

Fig. 2: Support Vector Machine

III. Proposed Methodology
The project aim is to develop the automated system on smart 
phone for plant leaf classification. There are several phases in 
which this application is work:

A. Training Phase 
In this phase, necessary input is send to the system in the form of 
images of leaf. The system applies the necessary steps to extract 
values of vital parameter from the images. This image along with 
their parameter and other essential information is store in database. 
These functions are performed by user from his login screen.
All the necessary data is stored in the system database. The 
database is hence updated, according to the user’s input given to 
the automated system. Android provides full support for SQLite 
databases. Any database that is created will be accessible by name 
to any class in the system, but not outside the system. The data-
storage burden is eased due to the Android platform as it includes 
the popular open source SQLite database. SQLite is a software 
library which implements a SQL engine. It is used with great 
success as on-disk file format. It allows the developer to handle 
respective data in a simple way and have the use of database 
features like undo, redo, etc.. In embedded device environment, 
in which there is low-concurrency and there are little or medium 
size datasets, hence SQLite is the right choice. 

B. Image Acquisition
This is necessary part of application installed on Android mobile. 
This phase is initiated when user is intended to discover the 
information about the plant. In this phase, user submits the images 
of leaf for identification by the system. After this phase, image is 
passed for preprocessing.
The user clicks the photo of the plant leaf through his smart phone 
and passes it on to the android app to get the identity of the 
respective leaf. He can also pass the image to the application from 
the gallery of the smart phone. Here the image will be already 
stored. The user is just expected to go to the gallery through the 
option in the smart phone app and select the respective image.

C. Preprocessing 
After capturing leaf image, preprocessing is executed. 
Preprocessing include gray scale conversion, image segmentation, 
binary conversion and image smoothing. Its aim is to improve 
extracted featured that are used for further processing. 
The RGB color model has three basic primary colors: red, green 
and blue. All other colors are obtained by combining them. This 
model can be thought as a cube, where three non –adjacent and 
perpendicular corners are R, G and B. As can be seen, RGB is 
an additive color model, since the combination of green, red and 
blue gives white. This is the color model that is most commonly 
used in computer graphics. Colored image is converted in gray 
scale image. Below given equation is the formula used to convert 
RGB value of pixel into its gray scale value.

Gray = 0.2989*R + 0.5870*G + 0.1140*B

Where R, G, B correspond to color of pixel.
 Later it is divided into segments called ad image segmentation 
and then converted into binary format. Morphological features 
are extracted from the converted binary leaf image
We obtain five basic geometric features:
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1. Diameter (D)
It is the longest distance between any two points on the margin 
of leaf.

2. Physiological Length (Lp)
It is the distance between two terminals of the main vein of leaf 
via mouse click.

3. Physiological Width (Wp)
It is the longest distance between points of intersection pairs that 
is line passing two terminals of the main vein.

4. Leaf Area (A)
It is counting the number of pixel of binary value 1 on smoothed 
leaf image.

5. Leaf parameter (P)
It is calculated by counting the number of pixel consisting leaf 
margin.
These features are provided to classifier for classification. Several 
other features are described below that are incorporated in the 
classification system.

(i). Shape Features

(a). Eccentricity
It is the ratio of length of the leaf’s minor axis (w) and length of 
leaf’s major axis (l).
 Eccentricity = w/l

(b). Roundness
It is defined as the ratio of area of the leaf (A) and perimeter of 
the leaf (P). It is also called as circularity ratio.
 Roundness = A/P2

(c). Dispersion
It is the ratio of the radius of the maximum circle enclosing 
the region and the minimum circle that can be contained in the 
region.
Dispersion = max(√(xi-̄x)2 + (yi-̄y)2 / min(√(xi-̄x)2f + (yi-̄y)2

 Where (x̄,̄y) is the centroid of the leaf and xi, yi is the 
coordinate of the pixel in the leaf contour.

(d). Solidity:
It is the ratio of the leaf area A and the area of convex hull Ac.
Solidity= A/Ac

(e). Convexity
It is the ratio of the area of the convex perimeter Pc and the 
perimeter of the leaf P.
Convexity= Pc/P

(ii). Color Features
Color features which are extracted from the information of color 
of the leaf using statistical calculations namely, mean(μ), standard 
deviation(σ), skewness(θ) and kurtosis(γ).

where M= height of image, N= width of image and Pij=value of 
color on rows i & column j. Above calculations are applied to 
each component in the RGB color space.

D. Matching and Ranking (Classification)
In this process, the parameters of leaf are extracted for its 
comparison with ones stored in the database. The classification 
process is performing by using a leaf descriptor. The algorithm is 
applied on the preprocessed image for its comparison. The image 
which has maximum characteristics matched with the stored ones 
in database is display as result to users. Ranking is done on the 
basis of leaf comparison. The features of the leaves perfectly 
matches is displayed as the first ranking result by the system from 
the database stored.
Fuzzy logic contains many valued logic which deals with 
approximate, rather than fixed and exact reasoning. It also handles 
the concept of partial truth where the truth values may range between 
completely true and completely false. Fuzzy logic classifier’s has 
very high speed they are mainly used in cases where there is limited 
precision in the data values. It is also preferable when classification 
is required in real time. Fuzzy image processing is the collection of 
all approaches that understand, represent and process the images, 
their segments and features as fuzzy sets. The representation and 
processing of the image depend on the selected fuzzy technique 
and on the identification problem to be solved.
Every member in the fuzzy set has its membership value. 
Membership values are gained by using the membership function, 
where membership function of a fuzzy set is a generalization of 
the indicator function in the classical sets. Value of membership 
lies between 0 and 1, the sum of membership of each object is 
1. Larger the membership values indicates higher confidence to 
cluster.
Fuzzy C- means clustering algorithm is 

Choose a number of clusters. • 
Randomly assign points in the coefficients for being in the • 
clusters. 
Repeat step 1 and 2 until the algorithm has convergence. • 
Compute the centroid for each cluster. • 
Compute its co-efficient for each point in the cluster. • 

V. Improvement by Feedback 
The system facilitate user with the option to improve the result 
generated by it and reporting whether they were as per the 
expectation and reality. Based on user, the system trains and 
improves further by updating the database.
If the database does not find any matches after comparison then the 
user himself can update the database according to the respective 
leaf. Hence the information of the leaves can also be added to 
the database. 
Above phases are used to obtain fastest and good result of 
classification of leaf.
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Fig. 3: Block Diagram for Plant Leaf Classification

IV. Experimental Results
Testing is performed on a Samsung mobile having 600MHz CPU, 
512MB RAM.
After clicking on the system application, we can visualize the 
main page. It contains adding of the image in the database and 
recognition of the query leaf image. On clicking Add Leaf Image 
we can add respective image of the leaf by capturing the image 
and add its information. Similarly when we click on Recognize 
Leaf, we can pass leaf image by capturing the leaf image through 
smart phone camera or by selecting the respective image from 
the phone gallery.

     
       (a)    (b)
After capturing the query image, we click on the recognize option 
to get matched image with its respective information.

       
                     (c)    (d)

     
       (e)    (f)

            (g)

V. Conclusion
This paper introduces a neural network approach for plant leaf 
identification. The Smartphone application can automatically 
identify and classify kinds of plants via the leaf images loaded 
from android cell phone camera. Fuzzy logic is adopted for it has 
fast speed on training and simple structured. Our algorithm gives 
accuracy greater than 90% on 30 kinds of plant. Limitation of the 
system is that the size of the database is dependent on capacity 
of the smart phone.
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